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President’s Message, Jerry Van Heeringen
Looking back at last year’s November President’s
message I noted that we were headed into “another long wet weekend”, hard to imagine
with the beautiful, mild weather we have had this fall. What a difference in our weather
year to year, here in the foothills “normal” weather doesn’t really exist, what they call
normal is just an average since records have been kept.
Aside from varroa treatments we can’t really keep bees according to the calendar,
sometimes we have a difficult fall like last year and sometimes an easier, one like this
year. Either way we have to react to what we see when we look inside our colonies. In
any event winter is on its way and we have to be sure our bees are ready for it.
It’s critical to monitor the weight of our colonies to be sure that our bees have adequate food stores to see them
through the winter, once the temperatures drop the bees may not move out of the cluster to take supplemental
feeding. All we can do right now is hope for an easy winter but plan for a tough one.

November 6th Meeting – 7:00 PM
Randy will give an update on his progress on testing oxalic/glycerin as a control measure for varroa. He’ll also
give an update on the latest science regarding bee viruses and colony collapse, and will be happy to answer any
questions on things regarding bees or beekeeping. No dinner scheduled beforehand.

Bee Bits
Randy Oliver, Contributor
Rain, glorious rain! Perhaps we can relax a bit now regarding fires. My heart goes out to anyone who lost a
home. We ourselves narrowly escaped losing one yard of bees, and Ian did an emergency move of another yard,
watching approaching flames, and with bombers pulling up right over his head. Jeremiah was not so lucky, and
lost a yard of bees.
With our fall rains, our vegetative landscape will change. We still have ivy, Coyote Brush, asters, some sunflowers, and other plants coming into bloom, which provide critical pollen for our colonies in preparation for
winter. Let’s hope for winter rains, so that we have ground forage in January and February.
In most of our locations, our colonies started going downhill in August, so we used that period of reduced
broodrearing to clear the mites out of our hives. And then we started supplemental feeding of pollen sub and a
bit of sugar syrup every 10 days until now. This turned our colonies around, and prepared them for good wintering. This may not be necessary for those of you who are not almond pollinators, but you do need to make
sure that every hive has enough honey stores above the cluster so that the bees can eat their way up during cold
weather.
At this time of season, we’re seeing our pollen foragers bringing back loads of Day-Glo orange blackberry rust
fungus spores, and packing them into the combs as beebread. This bright-orange beebread is worse than junk
food to the bees, and will cause colonies to decline.

In The Yard
by Brion Dunbar
I hope none of you were too impacted by the fires last month. I have one yard where the fire burned right up to
the edge of the apiary, and one pallet of four colonies ignited and burned to the ground (visible in picture). Hot
tank dipped woodware is very flammable! It could have been much worse, and I thank the firefighters who
were present with hoses and kept the rest of the 24 hives from burning. The tankers dumped retardant on the
property owners garage and house and saved those.
The other 24 colonies seem fine after this event. It made me think about that common adage, that the reason we
smoke bees is that it causes them to prepare to leave the nest in a forest fire, and are gorging on honey to get
ready to leave. None of these colonies left.

Have Time to Talk?
Submitted by Brion Dunbar
The Sierra Academy of Expeditionary Learning is an Expeditionary Learning High School that implements
project-based, interdisciplinary curriculum. They support character development, expert visits, service learning,
and fieldwork to help make learning more hands-on, relevant, and authentic for our students.
For their culminating project this semester, students will design and construct bee houses for Native bees.
The Academy is looking for people that have connections with and/or knowledge on bees that are willing to be
interviewed by local high school students. Interviews can be in person, over the phone, or via email.
If you're interested, please reach out to (Ryan Love) at rlove@sierraacademy.net.

How Well Do You Know Your Bees?
From the New York Times
The New York Times Science Section has a bee identification quiz for you. It’s fairly easy if you stop and think
about each one. Click on each bee image and then click the DONE link that will appear while you’re making
your selections.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/09/11/science/bees-pollinators-insects.html

Creamed Honey Recipe
Reprinted from badbeekeepingblog.com
I don’t know what you call smooth honey – some folks call it creamed (though no dairy products are involved),
spun (though no spinning is involved) or smooth (which it certainly is!). If you had a nice crop of honey this
year, you might like this way to present honey.

Heat the honey until it’s completely liquid with no granulation crystals left in it. Cool it to room temperature
and stir in some creamy ‘seed’ honey. Stir and stir and stir. Pour it into the final containers and store it in a cool
place. The seed can be creamed honey from your previous batch of creamed honey.
If this is your first year making the stuff, you’ll have to get some creamy (“spun”) honey at the grocery or from
a friend. After that, keep some in reserve for the next crop. People use from 5 to 20 percent seed, but most add
about 10 percent. Once ‘creamed’, the honey will stay this smooth for months – or even years.

Honey Extraction House
A to Z Supply has a honey extraction house available
for rent. Equipment is provided and the room is heated
and there's lots of hot water for cleanup.
For more information: 530.273.6608
Dadant Little Wonder Honey Extractor with stand.
Hand extracts 4 deep or shallow frames per load. Used
twice. Excellent condition.
$350 for both.
274-1098 Kathleen
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November 6th Meeting

Randy with updates on varroa, bee viruses
and colony collapse.

